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Framing questions

• Elaborate on the epistemology of  religions of  the West

• Identify some of   the main religious narratives on state and power

• What are the main formative stages in the history of  religions of  the West?

• What are the salient arguments in religion and identity debates?

• How does the discourse of  laïcité feeds into the overall debate on the role of  religion in 
the public sphere?

• Elaborate on the main pillars of  the Islamic Political Thought

• Define the processes of  ideologization of  religion

• In what ways do religions impact foreign policy and global politics?



International Political Theology

• Enlightenment assumptions: religious irrational, magical or emotive

• Peace of  Augsburg (1555)  and Westphalia (1646-1648)  removed religion from international relations cuius regio eius
religio

• Enlightenment attempted to remove religion from public sphere

• Johnathon Fox 2001 wrote one of  the first essays based on secularization theory

• Secularization Theory. Modernity and progress relied on relegation of  religion to private sphere

• Religion deemed inappropriate to public life and a key factor of  violence

• Iranian and Polish Revolutions of  late 70s and Late 80s highlighted the importance of  religious studies once more

• After the fall of  Soviet Union academic studies were diverted to questions of  identity including gender, race, 
ethnicity and religion

• Huntington Clash of  Civilization (1993): religion does matter in IR, religion a source of  conflict



Son(s) of  God

• Julius Caesar in 42 BC formally deified as "the divine Julius" (divus Iulius) 

• His adopted son, Octavian, later Augustus was given the title divi Iuli filius (son of  the 

divine Julius) or simply divi filius (Son of  God); same title for Jesus around the same time

• The idea of  covenant in Judaism, agreement between a God and Abraham (Genesis 17)

• Singularity of  “Western” God, Talks to people individually, send illnesses , determines 

outcomes of  war and also the results of  football games. 

• Most importantly God demands moral righteousness and social justice

• Strong message of  social justice, camel and the eye of  a needle!



Messiah the Saviour

• An ancient world belief  in the global saviour who brings peace and justice to the world

• Virgil mentioned identical things about Augustus, Son of  God, Saviour of  the world 

• After the failed revolt in 66 and 73 CE, Romans destroyed the Jewish temple and started what 

was later called Jewish diaspora

• Jews had to decide whether they wanted to keep being Jews or open the covenant they had with 

God? Opening religion to others who were not Jews

• Paul (a Roman citizen) was fundamental in breaking this covenant: Followers of  Jesus did not 

need to be Jew anymore, no strict nutritional guidelines, no circumcision no Jewish laws etc. 

• Emperor Constantine converted to Christianity



Reformation

• Roman Catholicism was the dominant form of  Christianity in Europe including in every social 
matters

• Luther a law student who was saved by Saint Anne from lightening!

• Luther criticizing Roman life, sent to Wittenberg University by the church

• Impressed by St. Paul’s sentence: “the just shall live by fait”, hence salvation comes through faith, 
not good deeds or prayer or pilgrimages or fasting etc (sola fide)

• Denouncing indulgence 

• Pope and other religious authorities were themselves fallible

• Pope is a anti-Christ send by the devil!

• Invention of  printing is regarded as a major element in favour of  Reformation



Spread of  reform

• Luther’s arguments engendered significant amount of  spin-offs based on the notion of  being entitled to 
different interpretations. Calvinists, anabaptists etc and each split into their own sub-branches 

• Anglican, Puritans, Quakers, Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists, each claiming to know the right 
interpretation of  the bible and most other will go to hell

• Years of  religious mayhem followed . Social upheavals everywhere

• In 1525 German peasants revolted against masters and refused to pay tax and wanted to toppled the 
dictatorship by drawing on Luther’s teaching 

• This was surprisingly condemned by Luther: Freedom meant only spiritual freedom not actual freedom and 
equality!

• Kings and Queens are selected by God to protect the church. Congregations should choose their 
authorities themselves. 

• Other rulers saw an opportunity to confiscate church properties

• Hence reformation both a religious and a political/economic underpinnings 



State and Faith - Laïcité - context 

• Universal declaration of  the right of  man and of  the citizens 1789, article 10

• Article X – No one may be disturbed for his opinions, even religious ones, provided that their 

manifestation does not trouble the public order established by the law

• 1795 convention outlaws any state funding for churches and priests stop receiving any 

funding from the state 

• February 1807 all Jewish institutions of  France submit to the authority of  state even in 

personal civil matter such as marriage

• In 1830 liberal Christian intellectuals publish l’Evenir in which they explicitly ask for the 

separation of  church and state

• Laïcité versus Laïcisme



Laïcité - figures
• Nicolas de Condorcet (1743-1794), ideological school curriculum must be outlawed, this includes teaching 

religion and also republican values!

• Victor Hugo: (1850) advocating separation of  religion from state particularly  in public education

• Ferdinand Buisson in 1871 introduces the word Laïcité in domain of  education 

• State must be egalitarian and in order to be so it must be neutral and distinct from any faith

• Léon Gambetta : (1875) Questions of  faith are questions of  conscience, hence not related to state. State must 
stay away from such matters and remain beyond and above faith

• Jules Ferry (1880) the stat’s choices must remain separate from any ideological and religious dogma

• Laïque and free public school for everyone

• Emile Combes: (Sep. 1903) religion by itself  should not be contested, religious authorities who use religion for 
dominating masses must be condemned

• Georges Clemenceau (Nov. 1903): Liberty must be guaranteed for all including religious people to pursue their 
beliefs 

• Jean Jaurès: (July 1904) Democracy means equality of  rights, if  any person’s adherence to any ideology or dogma 
become a source of  public privilege democracy ceases to exist.



Rise of  Religion in modern era

• Colonialism and post-colonialism played a significant role in the rise of  politicized religion

• religion played important role due to it’s claim of  justice and equality in challenging the political 

authority and encroachment of  the Western modernism

• Secular actors were delegitimized whereas religious authorities kept their social status

• Democratization processes also helped, voices are aired and systematically put in power discourse

• Globalization enabled religious figure to travel easier to promote ideas. Khomeini used Cassettes, 

Pope travelled around the world etc. globalization of  ideas and technology

• People want religious actors to have a say, religion needs to be part of  public discourse and this is 

a major challenge to the idea of  secularism. Ex. East Europe 



Religion and Identity debates
• Religion as an identity marker could be active, passive, focal or peripheral 

• Sense of  nationhood somehow grew out of  the feeling of  ethnic divine election (Anthony Smith)

• Death of  multiculturalism is announced everywhere by political leaders!

• The rise of  cultural relativism

• But also reaffirmation of  secularism as a question of  identity, ex. Redefinition of  gender in 
Europe

• Questions of  radicalization,  security issues, refugee crisis and norms conflict

• Halal food and culture, Minaret controversy in Switzerland, Veiling, praying and mosque 
construction, public funding for religion schools in the UK etc.

• Publically funded religion in schools or religious school

• Certain scholars define Islam and Judaism as “embodied” religions, not just praying but nutrition, 
dress code and physical interactions



Faith and state
• First questions will be how state’s international behaviour is shaped or influenced by 

religious ideology

• The second question is the role of  religion in non-state organizations

• As regarding the first question it is evident that most violent religious organizations 

todays are actually created or supported by states: Taliban (Pakistan), Hezbollah (Iran), 

Nusra Front and ISIS (Turkey)

• The very concept of  Khilafa is based on state and power understanding of  religion

• Power always needs idea and religion makes the most powerful source

• Morgenthau: power requires sacrifice and to sacrifice you need to believe in higher values



Islamic Political Thought 

• Hijri calendar, explicit reference to temporal power

• Out of  6000 verses of  Quran 200 are explicitly legal and juridical

• Kadivar: more than 10% of  all hadith are explicitly political

• Quran emphatically orders the believers to follow the example of  the 

Prophet

• Human agency is still needed



Shi’a – Sunni debate

• Origins of  dissent, Qadir Khom Hadith and a linguistic ambiguity 

• Mawla: A linguistic meaning-extension 

• Divine appointment entesab

• Umar-Koshan tradition

• Prophets and Imams posses infallibility esma and Knowledge elm

• Greater Occultation 941 AD Qaiba



Religious basis for political rule
• Inconclusive, very little reference to any notion to temporal power in the entire Prophet and imamate traditions

• Quarn: 

• Three main hadith are also cited in support of  the deputyship of  Faqih

• Two from the Prophet and one from Imam Sadiq (sixth imam)

• 1. When innovation occurs in my nation, a learned authority will expose them through his knowledge.  And if  he 
does not do so, then may God’s curse be upon him 

• 2. “may God bless my successors”, the Prophet is then asked who would these successors be? To which he replied: 
“those who narrate my hadīth and tradition” (and those who teach people)

• 3.The earth shall not remain without there always being a learned authority from among us, who will distinguish 
the truth from the falsehood



Religion and IR

• Most studies of  the role of  religion focus on domestic politics

• But even in the peace of  Westphalia which ended the religious wars in Europe and created states 

promoted the idea that rulers determine the religion of  their states

• There was also a basic argument that religious minorities would have some right and protections. 

This was the beginning of  the entire discourse of  rights for minorities

• It was not anymore ruler’s role to advance religion across international borders

• This order held up until the late 1970s. With few exceptions such as Mormons politicised religion, 

or Franco’s Spain with the mission to promote Christianity

• It was the Iranian revolution of  1979 that unleased a new era for the role of  religion in IR



Islamic Revolution of  Iran

• The US was shocked and amazed that Islam turned against it

• Islam had been an ally for the US against the USSR’s communism since Eisenhower 
times. It was assumed Muslims will always take the side of  US against Communism

• Yet Iranian revolution was both anti-American and anti-Communist supported by masses

• Since this time mass participation of  Muslims was seen as a dangerous element again the 
US and the solution was seen in supporting authoritarian regimes 

• This still persists till today. US foreign policy fails to engage with masses of  Muslims

• Muslim brotherhood which was democratically elected was overthrown in a coup

• Fukuyama: there is no Islamic democracy there is either democracy or non-democracy



How religion impacts Foreign Relations?
• A. Through lobbying by religious groups. Lobbying power of  any group is limited compared to what they can 

achieve in domestic politics. Ex. APAC, Catholic Bishops etc.

• Foreign policy is a sector which is said to be relatively resistant to internal pressure, is it really?

• B. Voting behaviour. Through influencing public opinion to take specific direction in IR

• This is again not a very efficient method unless in exceptional situations, wars etc.

• C. Through personal beliefs of  politicians and policy makers. Personal religious beliefs of  politician affects their 
entire value system and approach to international politics 

• Yet it is difficult to draw a direct link between such religious conviction and IR policies

• Same body of  religious dogma could be interpreted differently in FP by different political leaders, ex. Jimmy 
Carter and evangelicals of  Trump administration 

• On the other hand views of  religious leaders are not necessarily views of  the entire religious communities

• D. Religion deeply shapes a nation's self-consciousness. Ex. Americans see themselves as having a global mission. 
American exceptionalism. A Godly country. A City upon the hill

• Yet still unclear how exactly does this operate and what are the exact practical mechanisms of  such impact



Examples of  the impact of  religion on Foreign Policy

• Jewish lobby had an influence on the US state (Johnson administration) to take action to pressure 
USSR to let Jews leave its territory in mid 60s

• Evangelical Christians supported this cause based on principles of  dispensationalism and 
premillennialism 

• Evangelicals were originally very suspicious of  Jews and regarded them as doomed as those who 
killed the Christ. But with the rise of  dispensationalism this changed as for the Last Battle to 
happen the Jewish state needs to have been restored

• Catholics and Pentecostal Christians also pressured the US government to force the USSR to 
allow their communities too to leave the territory 

• The rise of  human rights discourse by Jimmy Carter was also a result of  such religious pressures 
and personal convictions

• This also led to the establishment of  International Religious Freedom Act



Other Cases of  religion in IP

• Russian attitude towards the Bosnian war. Russian as the protector of  orthodox Serbs 

• Turkey on the other hand had emotional links to Bosnians or Muslim Uyghurs 

• In Russia, Turkey and many other nations’ parliaments the religious concerns are frequently risen 
for mobilizing people and deciding on foreign policies

• Conflicts between Armenia and Azerbaijan, Former Yugoslavia, Chechnya etc all had some 
religious components 

• Yet most international conflicts also have other elements such as nationalism, resources etc.

• Yet religion appear to play a more prominent role in politics of  identity and recent global acts of  
violence, these include acts of  religious violence in countries like India in 2020 to global terrorism 
attributed to religious causes



Areas of  influences of  religion in IP
• Areas in which there is usually broad religious coalitions  

• Human Rights 

• International aids

• Governments response to human trafficking

• these are also domains which politicians exploit to make publicity for themselves at very low costs

• Climate policy is another area. Ex. Evangelical Christians believe in two notions of  dominium and also 
stewardship (owning the world versus serving the world)

• Nevertheless most Evangelical Christians distrust international binding agreements to protect environment 
such as COP 21, due to believing in premillennialism

• Catholic church and mainline Protestantism are very internationalist but Evangelicals tend to be against 
most international agreements

• The idea of  America’s exceptionalism. No other country can bind the US and force it to do things

• Based on dispensationalism ideology there is a distrust towards international institutions. The end is coming very soon 
hence any IOs pointless. Christ himself  will be the head of  an international organization like the UN



Theories of  International Political Theology 

• What is religion? A set of  beliefs or actual practise and rituals? (Protestant understanding)

• Religious Essentialism: religion inherently good or inherently bad: there is a fixed and essential 
ontology to religion

• John Esposito (1999) fear of  Islam has replaced fear of  Soviet Union

• Piscatori (1997) Huntington oversimplified the role of  religion

• Secularization thesis (Berger) : Modernism heavily relies on secularism and relegation of  religion to 
private sphere. Religion is doomed to fade and disappear due to its alleged foundation of  
irrationality in an era in which progress is based on principles of  reason

• Religion as casus belli

• Multiple modernity theory: there is no single pattern for modernity every context is different



Theories of  IPT 2

• Post-secularism: values attributed to secularism, democracy, freedom, equality, inclusion and justice 

could be pursued in other settings different from European interpretations of  secularism

• Positive ethics and Ethics-in-action approach: real ethical reasons behind every international 

questions must be contextualized and studied. Study ethical choices

• Neo-Weberian approach: religion could not be easily defined. While defining religion, scholars must 

be actively engaged with their own assumptions on what it means for something or someone to 

be religious. What makes a particular phenomenon religious?

• Relational Dialogism: religion as a fluid phenomenon and relational rather than static and distinct 

• (de)Securitization approach: when a concept is securitized only conditions of  violence are 

highlighted, hence in the study of  religion the concepts need to be desecuritized.



Debate

• What is the relation between religion and state?

• In what ways do religions impact foreign policy and global politics?

• Is Religion a casus belli?

• What is post-secularism? Do you agree with this concept?

• John Esposito:  “fear of  Islam has replaced fear of  Soviet Union” do you agree?


